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INTRODUCTION
The Dirichlet problem for the constant mean curvature (cmc) H \ 0
surface equation consists in determining the existence and uniqueness of
solutions to the nonlinear elliptic equation
QH(u) :=div
Nu
`1+|Nu|2
+2H=0, u ¥ C2(W) 5 C0(W¯) (1)
such that u|“W=f, where W is a domain in the plane and f ¥ C0(“W).
In general, the gradient of a solution of (1), when such a solution exists,
does not stay bounded in the whole domain. In the minimal case (H=0),
a well known hypothesis on W and f that guarantees the existence of a
solution with bounded gradient is the bounded slope condition (with some
finite nonnegative constant K, see [GT, 11.4], or below). In the case
H> 0, this condition is not enough even to guarantee the existence of a
solution. Our aim here is to prove that it is possible to obtain, however,
bounds for the slope constant K, depending only on H and on the geom-
etry of the domain, which imply the existence of a solution. Furthermore,
assuming a smoothness of the domain and of the boundary data it is pos-
sible to obtain an estimate of the gradient of the solution in terms of these
bounds and K as well. In fact, we prove in Theorem 1 that if W and f
satisfy the bounded slope condition with constant K such that
k \H(1+K2)2, (2)
where k is the curvature of “W then, given any t ¥ [0, 1], (1) has a solution
u with u|“W=tf having gradient estimated by (5). This theorem (and (5))
reduces to the classical result for convex domains when H=0 (Theorem
11.7 of [GT]). We recall that, as it is well known, James Serrin’s Theorem
(Theorem 1 of [S]) asserts the existence of solutions of (1) for arbitrary
assigned continuous boundary value if and only if k \ 2H. Hence, if
(1+K2)2 < 2 and k < 2H at some point, then there exists a continuous
boundary data on “W (having slope obviously bigger than K) which is not
the restriction to “W of any solution of (1). We do not know if condition
(2) is sharp.
In Theorem 2 we prove the existence of a solution u, as in Theorem 1, if
W is bounded, convex and has area A satisfying `1+K2 (2+K2+K
`1+K2 ) H2A < p. The gradient of u is estimated by (8). Similar existence
theorem holds provided that W is convex (not necessarily bounded) and lies
between two parallel lines d far apart with d satisfying H(1+K2) d [ 1. In
this case, the gradient of u is estimated by (10) when W is bounded
(Theorem 3).
When k \ 2H, Serrin’s result establishes the existence of a solution of (1)
for arbitrary continuous boundary data f. However, it may happen that
the gradient of the solution does not remain bounded. We prove here
(Theorem 4) that if k \ 2H and W, f satisfy the bounded slope condition
with some constant K, then there is a solution of (1) which is f at “W and
having bounded gradient. Moreover, if k \ 2H`1+K2 , then the gradient
of the solution can be estimated by (12). It is not clear if it is possible to
obtain an a priori estimate for the gradient of a solution of (1) whose
domain satisfies k \ 2H and whose boundary data has bounded slope with
constant K, in terms of H, k and K. We note that in the case H> 0,
Theorem 4 gives another proof of the existence of solutions for the
Dirichlet problem for the cmc surface equation in C2 bounded domains
whose boundary data is also C2 (under the hypothesis k \ 2H). This is a
consequence of the fact that a strictly convex C2 domain with a C2 bound-
ary data necessarily satisfies the bounded slope condition (see [HN]).
In some extent, the lemma stated below (Basic Lemma) reduces the
problem of proving the existence of solutions of (1) in convex domains for
arbitrary boundary data to the existence of solutions on convex domains
for zero boundary data. This special case of boundary data was studied in
[Ri]. In fact, the results of the present paper are applications of the basic
lemma below using theorems of [Ri] and some estimates of [PP].
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1. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THE RESULTS
Let W be a convex domain in the plane x3=0 (not necessarily bounded),
f be a function defined in “W. We recall that W and f satisfy the bounded
slope condition with constant K if for every point p=(z, f(z)), z ¥ “W,
there are linear affine functions p ±p defined in x3=0 with p
±
p (z)=f(z)
such that
(i) p−p (x) [ f(x) [ p+p (x), -x ¥ “W
(ii) |Np ±p | [K.
Denote also by p ±p the planes of R
3 graphs of the functions p ±p . We
recall that if (W, f) satisfy the bounded slope condition and f is not the
restriction of a linear map, then W is necessarily convex.
Basic lemma. Let W be a convex domain in the plane and f ¥ C0(“W)
such that W, f satisfy the bounded slope condition with constant K \ 0, and
let H \ 0 be given. Let C=W×R be the cylinder over W. We require the
existence of L ¥ R 2 {+.} with 0 [ L [ 1/K such that given p=(z, f(z)),
z ¥ “W, setting Lp=C 5 p+p , there exists a solution vp ¥ C2(Lp) 5 C0(Lp) of
QH=0 in Lp with vp |“Lp=0 satisfying
sup
Lp
|Nvp | [ L.
Then there is a solution u ¥ C2(W) 5 C0(W¯) of QH=0 such that u|“W=f.
Moreover, there is at most one bounded solution of (1) assuming f at “W.
If W is a C2, a bounded domain and f ¥ C2, a(“W), then the gradient of u is
estimated by
sup
W
|Nu| [
K+L
1−KL
. (3)
Proof. We first construct a supersolution of QH=0 in W which is f at
“W, and then we apply Perron’s method. We begin by claiming that given
p=(z, f(z)), z ¥ “W, there exists a solution up ¥ C2(W) 5 C0(W¯) of QH=0
in W such that up(z)=f(z), up |“W \ f. In fact: In the minimal case (H=0),
we may just define up as p
+
p |W¯. Thus, let us assume that H> 0. Given
p=(z, f(z)), z ¥ “W, we have that the graph of vp on Lp is also the graph
of a function up ¥ C2(W) 5 C0(W¯) which therefore satisfies QH(up)=0 in
W, up(z)=f(z) and up |“W \ f. To see this, first observe that it follows from
the strong maximum principle for the norm of the gradient that
|Nvp(q)| < L
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for all q ¥ Lp, unless |Nvp |=constant (this maximum principle follows
from the well known Hopf’s maximum principle by showing that the norm
of the gradient satisfies a linear uniformly elliptic operator, see Theorem
3.5 and Theorem 14.1 of [GT]). If |Nvp |=constant, then vp has to be linear
and therefore H=0, contradiction! For this last assertion, observe that it
is obvious if W is bounded since vp |“Lp=0. Assuming that W is unbounded,
from |Nvp |=constant and (1) we obtain
D(vp+HCx
2
i )=0, i=1, 2,
where C=(1+|Nvp |2)−1/2, (x1, x2) ¥ W, that is, vp+HCx2i is harmonic and
so it is Dxjvp=Dxj (vp+HCx
2
i ), i ] j. Since |Dxjvp | is bounded, it follows
that Dxivp=constant, i=1, 2.
Therefore, when H> 0, one must have |Nvp(q)| < L, q ¥ Lp. In this case,
the condition L [ 1/K implies that the graph of vp is the graph of a
function up ¥ C2(W) 5 C0(W¯) such that QH(up)=0 in W, up(z)=f(z),
up |“W \ f, proving our claim.
Let {zn} … “W be a sequence which is dense in “W and set pn=
(zn, f(zn)). We define supersolutions wn of (1) in W by setting w1=up1 and,
assuming that wn is well defined, n \ 1, by setting
wn+1=min{upn+1 , wn}.
Sinceuq |“W \ fanduq(z)=f(z), forallq=(z, f(z)), z ¥ “W, wehavewn(zj)=
f(zj) for all j ¥ {1, ..., n} and wn |“W \ f. Therefore, infWwn \ inf“Wf, for all
n. Since {wn} … C0(W¯) is a monotonically non increasing sequence of
supersolutions bounded from below, wn converges uniformly on compacts
of W¯ to w ¥ C0(W¯) which is also a supersolution of (1), as one easily sees.
By continuity, since w(zn)=f(zn), for all n, one has w|“W=f.
Given n ¥N, let Dn denote the disk centered at the origin with radius n,
and assume that Wn :=Dn 5 W ]”, for all n \ n0. It follows from Perron’s
technique that the function un on Wn defined, for a given z ¥ Wn, by
un(z)=sup {s(z) | s is a subsolution of (1) in Wn and s|“Wn [ w|“Wn},
is a solution of (1), n \ n0. By standard techniques, there is a subsequence
of {un} converging uniformly on compacts of W to a solution u ¥ C2(W) of
QH=0 in W. We claim that u extends continuously to W¯ and u|“W=f. In
fact: given xn ¥ W, xn Q z ¥ “W, since p−q is a subsolution of (1),
q=(z, f(z)), z ¥ “W, one has
p−q |W [ u [ w
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so that
f(z)=p−q (z)=lim
n
p−q (xn) [ lim
n
u(xn) [ lim
n
w(xn)=w(z)=f(z)
and we have u ¥ C2(W) 5 C0(W¯), u|“W=f.
If W is bounded, then the uniqueness of u is a direct consequence of the
maximum principle (proving, using a standard argument, that the differ-
ence of two solutions satisfies a uniformly elliptic operator and applying
Hopf’s maximum principle). If W is not bounded and if u, v are two
bounded solutions which coincide at “W then |u−v| is bounded in W. But
this contradicts Théorème II of [CK] unless u=v.
Now, suppose that W is a C2, a bounded domain and that f ¥ C2, a(“W). If
the second hand of (3) is +. (including possibly K=0 and L=+.) then
(3) is trivially satisfied. Thus, let us assume that KL < 1 with L <+..
Under these assumptions, one can give a simpler proof of the existence of a
solution of (1) obtaining the estimate (3) as well, by using the continuity
method. First, it is clear from the above assumptions that Lp is a C2, a
domain, for any p=(z, f(z)), z ¥ “W. Since vp ¥ C2(Lp) 5 C0(Lp) is a
solution of QH=0 in Lp, supLp |Nvp | [ L <. and vp |“Lp=0 it follows
that vp ¥ C2, a(Lp). (This can be proved by considering the linear elliptic
operator
L(u)=(1+(D1vp)2) D22u−2D1vpD2vpD12u+(1+(D2vp)2) D11u
and observing that QH(vp)=0 if and only if L(vp)=f, where
f=−2H(1+|Nvp |2)3/2.
Using then [GT, paragraph 3, p. 249, and Theorem 6.19] we may prove
that vp ¥ C2, a(Lp). See also Lemma 1.1 of [EFR]). Moreover, since
L < 1/K, the function up defined in W whose graph is the graph of vp is in
C2, a(W¯) and
|Nup(q)| [
K+L
1−KL
for all q ¥ W¯. It is immediate to see that given t ¥ [0, 1], W and tf satisfy
the bounded slope condition with constant tK. Therefore, at any point
pt=(z, tf(z)) of the graph of tf, z ¥ “W, the planes p ±pt through pt parallel
to p ±p , p=p1=(z, f(z)), satisfy p
±
pt (z)=pt with
p−pt (x) [ tf(x) [ p
+
pt (x), -x ¥ “W.
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By the maximum principles (for the solution and for the norm of its gra-
dient) we then have the a priori gradient estimate
sup |Nu| [
K+L
1−KL
for any solution u ¥ C2, a(W¯) of QtH=0 in W, u|“W=tf, t ¥ [0, 1]. Using
well known height estimates one therefore obtains a priori uniform C1
estimates for the solutions of this one parameter family of Dirichlet’s
problems, and one can apply the continuity method (Theorem 12.8 of
[GT]) to guarantee the existence of a solution u ¥ C2, a(W¯) of QH=0 in W
with u|“W=f, and satisfying (3). This concludes the proof of the basic
lemma.
Theorem 1. Let W be a bounded convex C2, a domain in the plane and
f ¥ C0(“W) such that W, f satisfy the bounded slope condition with constant
K. We require that
k \H(1+K2)2 (4)
where k is the curvature of “W. Then, given t ¥ [0, 1], there is a solution
u ¥ C2(W) 5 C0(W¯) of QH=0 in W such that u|“W=tf. Moreover if
f ¥ C2, a(“W) then
sup
W
|Nu| [
tK`k2−(1+t2K2)3H2+H(1+t2K2)3/2
`k2−(1+t2K2)3H2−tKH(1+t2K2)3/2
. (5)
In particular,
sup
W
|Nu| <.
if k > H(1+t2K2)2.
Proof. Given z0 ¥ “W and t ¥ [0, 1], set p=(z0, tf(z0)) and
Lp=tp
+
p 5 C, where, as in the lemma, C=W×R. Let c(s) be a parame-
trization of “W by arc length. Then
a(s)=(c(s), a · (c(s)−z0)+tf(z0))
is a parametrization of “Lp, for some a ¥ R3 with a · (0, 0, 1)=0, where
‘‘ · ’’ denotes the inner product in R3. The plane curvature ka of a in the
plane tp+p satisfies
ka \ k= 1+t2K2−(a · c −)2(1+(a · c −)2)3 \ k(1+t2K2) 32 (6)
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and it follows from (4) that
ka \
H(1+t2K2)2
(1+t2K2)
3
2
=H`1+t2K2 \H.
It follows from Corollary 2 of [Ri] the existence of a solution
vp ¥ C2(Lp) 5 C0(Lp) to (1) in Lp with vp |“Lp=0. From estimate (3.6) of
[PP], we conclude that
|Nvp |2 [
H2
k2a1 −H
2 ,
where ka1=min ka. Using (6) and (4),
|Nvp |2 [
H2
k2
(1+t2K2)3
−H2
[
1
t2K2
.
Theorem 1 hence follows from the basic lemma.
Theorem 2. Let W be a bounded convex domain in the plane and
f ¥ C0(“W) such that W, f satisfy the bounded slope condition with constant
K \ 0. We require that
`1+K2 (2+K2+K`1+K2 ) H2A < p, (7)
where A is the area of W. Then, given t ¥ [0, 1], there is a solution
u ¥ C2(W) 5 C0(W¯) of QH=0 in W such that u|“W=tf. Moreover if W is C2, a
and f ¥ C2, a(“W) then
sup
W
|Nu|[
tK(p−2H`1+K2 A)+H``1+t2K2 A(2p−3H2`1+t2K2 A)
p−2H`1+t2K2 A−tKH``1+t2K2 A(2p−3H2`1+t2K2 A)
.
(8)
Proof. Given z0 ¥ “W, set p=(z0, tf(z0)) and Lp=tp+p 5C, C=W×R.
The area Ap of the domain Lp satisfies
Ap [`1+K2 A
so that, from (7), we obtain 2H2Ap < p. It follows from Corollary 5 of [Ri] the
existence of a solution vp ¥C2(Lp)5C0(Lp) to QH=0 in Lp with vp|“Lp=0.
From Proposition 2 of [Ri] we see that
max
Lp
vp [
`1+t2K2 A
2(p−H2`1+t2K2 A)
.
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From (3.12) of ([PP]) and taking (7) into account
sup
W
|Nvp|[
H``1+t2K2 A(2p−3H2`1+t2K2 A)
p−2H`1+t2K2 A
[
1
tK
.
Theorem 2 therefore follows from the basic lemma.
Theorem 3. Let W be a convex domain in the plane (not necessarily
bounded) contained between two parallel straight lines d far apart, and let
f ¥C0(“W) be bounded. Assume that W, f satisfy the bounded slope condition
with constant K\ 0. We require that
H(1+K2) d[ 1. (9)
Then, given t ¥ [0, 1], there is a solution u ¥C2(W)5C0(W¯) of QH=0 in W
such that u|“W=tf. Moreover, if W is C2, a, bounded, and f ¥C2, a(“W) then
sup
W
|Nu|[
tK`1−H2(1+t2K2) d2+`1+t2K2 d
`1−H2(1+t2K2) d2−tK`1+t2K2 d
. (10)
Proof. Given z ¥ “W, set p=(z, tf(z)) and Lp=tp+p 5C, C=W×R. The
domain Lp … p+p is contained in a slab in the plane p+p of width dp satisfying
dp [`1+t2K2 d
so that, from (9),
Hdp [ 1.
It follows from Corollary 3 of [Ri] the existence of a solution vp ¥
C2(Lp)5C0(Lp) to QH=0 in Lp with vp|“Lp=0.Moreover, since Lp has width
less than or equal to `1+t2K2 d, it follows from the maximum principle that
the graph Gp of vp is below to a piece of cylinder having as boundary two
straight lines in the plane p+p and height
`1−H2(1+t2K2) d2
2H
.
This piece of cylinder is congruent to the one given in Cartesian coordinates by
z(x, y)== 1
4H2
−x2−
1−`1−H2(1+t2K2) d2
2H
, |x|[
`1+t2K2 d
2
.
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We may therefore use these cylinders (more precisely, half of these cylinders
given by (−`1+t2K2 d)/2[ x[ 0), up to congruences, as barriers at any
point of “Lp to estimate |Nvp| and, taking (9) into account, to obtain
sup
W
|Nvp|[
H`1+t2K2 d
`1−H2(1+t2K2) d2
[
1
tK
.
Theorem 3 follows from the basic lemma.
Theorem 4. Let W be a bounded C2, a domain in the plane and f ¥C0(“W)
such that W, f satisfy the bounded slope condition with constant K\ 0. Given
H\ 0, we require that k\ 2H, where k is the curvature of “W. Then there is a
solution u ¥C2(W)5C0(W¯) with bounded gradient such that u|“W=f. Further-
more, if
k\ 2H`1+K2 ,
then
sup
W
|Nu| <
K`k2−4H2+2H
`k2−4H2−2KH
. (11)
Proof. We first consider the case that f ¥C2, a(“W) and we may assume
then that f ¥C2, a(W¯). Choose t ¥ [0, 1] and given pt=(z, tf(z)), z ¥ “W, we
set, as before, Lpt :=tp
+
p 5 (W×R). Clearly, Lpt is a C2, a domain. Since Lpt
is a bounded planar domain lying between two parallel lines l1, l2 with
d(l1, l2)[ 1/H, it follows from Corollary 3 of [Ri] that given any h ¥ [0, H]
there is a solution vpt, h ¥C
2, a(Lp) to Qh=0 in Lpt with vpt, h|Lpt=0. Let Gpt, h be
the graph of vpt, h. Of course, Gpt, h is a compact smooth cmc h surface having as
boundary the graph of tf, for all h ¥ [0, H]. Set
Spt={h ¥ [0, tH] | Gpt, h is a C
2, a graph over W¯}.
We have Spt ]” since 0 ¥ Spt and, from the implicit function theorem Spt is
open in [0, tH]. To prove that Spt is closed, let hn ¥ Spt be a sequence converg-
ing to h ¥ [0, tH]. Since each Gpt, hn is a graph over W¯, Gpt, hn is contained in
the solid cylinder W¯×R over W¯, for all n, and thus Gpt, h is also contained
in this cylinder (note that the C1 norm of vpt, h, by the implicit function
theorem, depends continuously on h). The graph of tf divides the surface
M :=“(W¯×R) into two connected components one of them, say M+, con-
taining points of arbitrarily large third coordinate. Clearly, M+ is smooth
surface having as boundary the graph of tf and having mean curvature bigger
than or equal to H. By the tangency principle at the boundary, it follows that
Gpt, h andM
+ are transversal along the graph of tf. This implies that Gpt, h is a
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C2, a graph over W¯ so that h ¥ [0, tH] and Spt=[0, tH]. We have therefore
proved the existence of wz, t ¥C2, a(W¯), z ¥ “W, whose graph is the surface
Gpt, tH, pt=(z, tf(z)). One can again make use of the implicit function theorem
to assert that the C1 norm of wz, t depends continuously on z ¥ “W and
t ¥ [0, 1] so that
T := sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
sup
z ¥ “W
sup
W
|Nwz, t| <..
We remark that, for the given domain W, the constant T depends continuously
only onH and K.
We have therefore obtained, for any z ¥ “W and any t ¥ [0, 1], a solution
wz, t ¥C2, a(W¯) of QtH=0 in W such that supW |Nwz, t|[ T, wz, t(z)=tf(z), and
wz, t|“W \ tf. Since tp−p is a subsolution for QtH=0, p=(z, tf(z)), |Np−p |[ tK,
we may conclude from the maximum principles (for the solution and for the
norm of the gradient) that given t ¥ [0, 1], any solution u ¥C2, a(W¯) of QtH=0
such that u|“W=tf satisfies uniform a priori C1 estimates. We may therefore
apply the continuity method (Theorem 12.8 of [GT]) to assert the existence of
a solution u ¥C2, a(W¯) of QH=0 in W such that u|“W=f and supW |Nu|[ T,
proving the theorem in the case that f ¥C2, a(“W). In the case that f ¥C0(“W),
we may consider sequences f±n ¥C2, a(“W) satisfying the bounded slope condi-
tion with constant Kn such that
lim
n
(|f±n −f|0, “W+|Kn−K|)=0
and
f−n [ f[ f+n , -n.
Considering, for a given n, the corresponding solution un to fn as we proved
above, and considering the the uniform estimate of the gradient of the
sequence {un} in the whole domain W, we may apply standard compactness
results to assert the existence of a subsequence of {un} converging to a solution
u ¥C2(W)5C0(W¯) of QH=0 in W with u|“W=f. Since the convergence is C1
at any point of W, the uniform estimate of the gradient of the sequence {un}
proves that u has bounded gradient in W. This proves the theorem in the C0
case.
To obtain the estimate (11), it is enough to prove that
|Nvp|[
2H
`k2−4H2
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for any p=(z, f(z)), z ¥ “W, where vp=vp1, H, according to our previous
notations. We consider first the case that f ¥C2, a(“W), the estimate in the
general case being obtained as the limit of the uniform gradient estimates of the
solutions un corresponding to a sequence of C2, a boundary data f
±
n as men-
tioned above.
From the hypothesis k\ 2H`1+K2 we have
2H
`k2−4H2
[
1
K
.
Since Lp is a convex domain lying between two parallel lines l1, l2 with
d(l1, l2)[ 2/k, considering the part of a cylinder of cmc H having as bound-
ary the lines l1, l2, we conclude that the height of the graph Gp of vp is at most
`k2−4H2
2Hk
.
Therefore, one may use, up to congruences the part of cylinder
z(x, y)== 1
4H2
−x2−
`k2−4H2
2Hk
, −
1
k
[ x[ 0,
where (x, y) are Cartesian coordinates of Lp, as a barrier at any point of “Lp.
Hence,
|Nvp| < |Nz|=
2H
`k2−4H2
,
concluding the proof of Theorem 4.
Remarks. We observe that if K[`41/3−1 then 2`1+K2 \ (1+K2)2
and one can use estimate (5) (with t=1) for the gradient, which is better than
(11). For K=`41/3−1 , (5) reduces to (11).
The estimate (11) obtained by considering part of cylinders coincides with
the one obtained by using estimates (3.9) and (3.14) of [PP].
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